Work Space
Gold Award
GABO GALLERY
Company Name:
LEW & ASSOCIATES
Project Designers:
劉富榮、張謙、唐單單
Project Location:
China
Site Area:
12,378 sq. ft.

By remaining the original architectural structure, the
industrial heritage has been transformed to a gallery to
revitalize the old building, which is the significance of
the project. Our design concepts are fully implemented
in the project. For the internal functions and design,
the first floor is the aesthetic space and showroom of
sanitary ware, while the second floor is for offices. We
used simple blocks to build abstract mountain massifs,
confuse the boundaries, and make the illusions of “being
in the mountain” for in-depth sightseeing experience and
an interior world with oriental aesthetic tastes.
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Work Space
Excellence
Surreal Dream
Company Name:
Light Center design studio
Project Designers:
劉誠
Project Location:
China
Site Area:
765 sq. ft.

The project is a design studio, and its main business is to design the owner’s home. For every family, the design of a new home is an expected
dream. In the lonely reinforced concrete city, there are thousands of buildings. Through the windows and doors of each building, we have
been looking for the lights inside. Because there are stories in every window and door. We combine the spiritual core of surrealism Gertrude
Abercrombie, and integrate the thinking and design of windows and door openings into the interior.

Excellence
Contempo
Company Name:
via.
Project Designers:
Frank Leung, May Ho,
Sally Richardson, Cherie Chan,
Holly Chang, Carman Chow,
William Chung
Project Location:
Hong Kong (SAR)
Site Area:
8900 sq. ft.

Contempo is the office of an established architecture and interior firm in Hong Kong. The former industrial space is transformed into a hybrid
work and creative environment, designed to promote a sense of community and inspire ingenuity. Open work areas merge with a myriad of
social spaces, drawing on an inventive palette of warm oak, galvanized steel and subtle colors to impart a calm ambience. A feature timber
staircase leads to the upper floor, where a standalone, multi-purpose gallery showcases commissioned artwork and sculptural pieces. Set in
the corner of the gallery, a striking retail display stands out with textured hunter green walls and speckled terrazzo.

Work Space
Excellence
Spring Design Office
(Studio)
Company Name:
Spring Design Office
Project Designers:
吳家春、梅敏
Project Location:
China
Site Area:
1,292 sq. ft.

The project was born in the spread of the epidemic. We reconsidered the practicalities and possibilities of working in an office scenario, and
explored the design of office space and tried to redefine it with this possibility in mind. In the traditional office space, there are usually several
kinds of space with maximum useful frequency, such as reception, independent office, negotiation room and conference room. We try to
remove the main function of the office and define the office space as a composite space.

Excellence
JG PHOENIX
Shenzhen Office
Company Name:
JG PHOENIX
Project Designers:
Ye Hui, Chen Jian, Lin Weibin,
Chen Xuexian, Cai Jikun
Project Location:
China
Site Area:
6,028 sq. ft.

This new office opens a new chapter for JG Phoenix in a new city. It pays attribute to the past, and also carries expectation and rich
imagination of future space design. A key design thread of this workspace is to show respect to classics. The designers utilized architectural
languages to interpret forms, and meanwhile carefully considered light and shadow effects as well as details. Some materials are given an
aged texture, and others present clear grain. The treatment of materials reflects meticulous pursuit of craftsmanship and detailing.
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